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The surfaces listed above differ from those originally submitted by the field unit and reflect the data
that was archived at NCEI. Surfaces were updated to reflect the best practices at HSD and include the
trackline data that was not orignally included in the surface submissions by the field unit.

G.   Vertical and Horizontal Control

The vertical datum for this project is Mean Lower Low Water. The vertical control method used was
VDatum.

The vertical datum for this project is MLLW 83-01 NTDE. Tidal data was applied with a MLLW Separation
Model (File: NF_Coverage_AreaNEWOBJ(A)_100m_NAD83-MLLW_geoid12b.csar) supplied by CO-
OPS.

Not all data was reduced to MLLW via the SEP. Data associated with surface
W00603_MB_1m_MLLW_1of7, W00603_MB_2m_MLLW_2of7, W00603_MB_4m_MLLW_4of7,
and W00603_MB_4m_MLLW_5of7 were all reduced to MLLW using the SEP model above. Surface
W00603_MB_2m_MLLW_3of7 was reduced to MLLW using a constant separation values as
described in Section D of this report. Data associated with surface W00603_MB_4m_MLLW_6of7 and
W00603_MB_4m_MLLW_7of7 are trackline surfaces with no tides applied, which is allowed by the 2022
HSSD.

The horizontal datum for this project is North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83). The projection used for
this project is Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 17.

The projection used for this survey is Projected UTM Zone 17 North. There were no HorCon or VertCon
operations performed for this survey.

H.   Additional Results

Zero Tide Applied

As mentioned previously, the POS/MV onboard the foster incurred intermittent dropouts that made several
*.all files have no ellipsoidal heights embedded within the navigation data.  The days/lines that were effected
were DN082/0134-139, DN098/644 and DN100/0744.  Attempts were made using POSpac SBETs and re-
application of GPS Heights with the *.000 files to salvage theses lines.  The results were unsuccessful and it
was determined that the TCARI and ZDF solutions created more vertical error than just applying a zero tide
file. The effected lines are included in the final BAGS to create complete MBES coverage for backscatter
processing and to resolve holidays.  It is recommended that if another cruise occurs in the area that these line
be re-acquired.
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